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Generic plans need support, however, from quite a few lower level strategies. Strategy formulation Step 5
completes the strategic framework that supports the general strategic plan. Success with the highest-level
strategy is due to the underlying product strategy, branding strategy, and operational strategy, for instance, to
name just a few. The Strategic Framework Apple, Inc. This generic strategy focuses on key features that
differentiate the firm and its products from competitors. Through the broad differentiation generic strategy,
Apple stands out in the market. For example, emphasis on elegant design combined with user-friendliness and
high-end branding effectively differentiate the firm. The broad differentiation generic strategy means that
Apple always aims to set itself apart from competitors not by price but by other vital features beneficial to
customers. Success with these strategies, however, depends on the presence of successful plans for pricing,
selling, operations, product production, product distribution, and customer satisfaction. Generic strategies
succeed, in other words, because they sit at the top of a complete strategic framework. The framework
components are lower-level strategies, their objectives, and their action plans. Note that individual strategic
plans impact each other for this reason: Focus on the Objectives. The first three lower-level strategies
immediately under the higher-level general strategic plan are, for many companies, 1 The marketing strategy,
2 the operational strategy, and 3 the strategic financial plan. The second-tier strategies cover the inventory of
objectives that must be met, to make the quantitative business model "work. For the strategy builder, they now
become targets to achieve with lower level strategies. Marketing and Sales Assumptions Become Target
Objectives To forecast sales revenues, Alpha made quantitative assumptions about the following: Demand as a
function of pricing. Alpha will pursue the strategic marketing objectives through its product strategy, branding
strategy, and advertising strategy, for instance. Operational and Financial Assumptions Become Target
Objectives To estimate revenue and expense figure estimates for the model, Alpha also had to make
quantitative assumptions about many of the factors in Exhibit 3 under "Operational" and "Financial"
strategies. Alpha had to assume it will have sufficient working capital to pursue necessary product research
and development. Working capital is an objective for the Financial Strategy, Alpha also had to make
assumptions about efficiency levels in product production, selling, and administration. These become
objectives under "Operational Strategy," which are the targets of specific lower level strategies such as the
selling strategy, or the inventory management strategy, When is it Time to Change Strategies? Quite a few
firms started in business with competitive strategies that were initially very successful, but which began to fail
in the aftermath of changes such as the following. Competitors enter the market or bring new products to
market Technologies change. For firms that know where to look, strategies do give early warning when failure
is underway. The challenge is knowing what to change and how to change it. In most cases, the road back to a
successful strategy begins with adjustments to existing lower level strategiesâ€”not a rejection of the entire
top-level generic competitive plan. Changing Strategies at Research in Motion Blackberry For example, the
Canadian firm Research In Motion dominated the mobile smartphone market for much of the first decade of
the 21st century with its Blackberry devices. The fall continued as still other competitors entered the
smartphone market shortly afterward. For a few years, the RIM firm now re-named Blackberry struggled to
recover success with its existing product strategy and the Enterprise model. Only much later did the firm fully
embrace the idea of changing strategic places. As of , the firm is still struggling to find a new generic
competitive strategy that works. At that time, management and shareholders were worried because the firm
had suffered three years of negative sales growth and shrinking market share. The story of the resulting
success appears above. What is crucial to emphasize was the nature of the change process. A few these will
give early warningâ€”before the othersâ€”that one or more specific components of the strategic framework are
beginning to fail. At this point, before the entire business fails, the firm may be able to reverse decline through
carefully monitored adjustments to these framework elements. Project Progress Proâ€”Process Control.
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The statistics are grim. An even more microscopic group, just 0. In other words, most businesses start small
and stay there. So I studied the companies who had done it to learn their lessons. Developing a Growth
Strategy: Intensive Growth Part of getting from A to B, then, is to put together a growth strategy that,
McFarland says, "brings you the most results from the least amount of risk and effort. The bottom line for
small businesses, especially start-ups, is to focus on those strategies that are at the lowest rungs of the ladder
and then gradually move your way up as needed. As you go about developing your growth strategy, you
should first consider the lower rungs of what are known as Intensive Growth Strategies. Each new rung brings
more opportunities for fast growth, but also more risk. The least risky growth strategy for any business is to
simply sell more of its current product to its current customersâ€”a strategy perfected by large consumer
goods companies, says McFarland. Think of how you might buy a six-pack of beverages, then a pack, and
then a case. Finding new ways for your customers to use your productâ€”like turning baking soda into a
deodorizer for your refrigeratorâ€”is another form of market penetration. The next rung up the ladder is to
devise a way to sell more of your current product to an adjacent marketâ€”offering your product or service to
customers in another city or state, for example. McFarland points out that many of the great fast-growing
companies of the past few decades relied on Market Development as their main growth strategy. For example,
Express Personnel now called Express Employment Professionals , a staffing business that began in Oklahoma
City quickly opened offices around the country via a franchising model. Eventually, the company offered
employment staffing services in some different locations, and the company became the fifth-largest staffing
business in the U. This growth strategy involves pursuing customers in a different way such as, for example,
selling your products online. When Apple added its retail division, it was also adopting an Alternative Channel
strategy. Using the Internet as a means for your customers to access your products or services in a new way,
such as by adopting a rental model or software as a service, is another Alternative Channel strategy. A classic
strategy, it involves developing new products to sell to your existing customers as well as to new ones. If you
have a choice, you would ideally like to sell your new products to existing customers. New Products for New
Customers. Sometimes, market conditions dictate that you must create new products for new customers, as
Polaris , the recreational vehicle manufacturer in Minneapolis found out. For years, the company produced
only snowmobiles. Then, after several mild winters, the company was in dire straits. Fortunately, it developed
a wildly-successful series of four-wheel all-terrain vehicles, opening up an entirely new market. Similarly,
Apple pulled off this strategy when it introduced the iPod. What made the iPod such a breakthrough product
was that it could be sold alone, independent of an Apple computer, but, at the same time, it also helped expose
more new customers to the computers Apple offered. If you choose to follow one of the Intensive Growth
Strategies, you should ideally take only one step up the ladder at a time, since each step brings risk,
uncertainty, and effort. The rub is that sometimes, the market forces you to take action as a means of
self-preservation, as it did with Polaris. Sometimes, you have no choice but to take more risk, says McFarland.
The problem is that some 75 percent of all acquisitions fail to deliver on the value or efficiencies that were
predicted for them. Nevertheless, there are three viable alternatives when it comes to an implementing an
Integrative Growth Strategy. This growth strategy would involve buying a competing business or businesses.
McFarland says that many of breakthrough companies such as Paychex , the payroll processing company, and
Intuit , the maker of personal and small business tax and accounting software, acquired key competitors over
the years as both a shortcut to product development and as a way to increase their share of the market. A
backward integrative growth strategy would involve buying one of your suppliers as a way to better control
your supply chain. Doing so could help you to develop new products faster and potentially more cheaply. For
instance, Fastenal , a company based in Winona, Minnesota that sells nuts and bolts among other things , made
the decision to acquire several tool and die makers as a way to introduce custom-part manufacturing
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capabilities to its larger clients. Acquisitions can also be focused on buying component companies that are part
of your distribution chain. For instance, if you were a garment manufacturer like Chicos , which is based in
Fort Myers, Florida, you could begin buying up retail stores as a means to pushing your product at the expense
of your competition. Diversification Another category of growth strategies that was popular in the s and s and
is used far less often today is something called diversification where you grow your company by buying
another company that is completely unrelated to your business. Massive conglomerates such as General
Electric are essentially holding companies for a diverse range of businesses based solely on their financial
performance. This kind of growth strategy tends to be fraught with risk and problems, says McFarland, and is
rarely considered viable these days. How Will You Grow? Growth strategies are never pursued in a vacuum,
and being willing to change course in response to feedback from the market is as important as implementing a
strategy in a single-minded way. Sometimes the best approach is to take it one rung at a time. The opinions
expressed here by Inc.
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To introduce with the biggest pool first, we begin with the USA based companies. Fueled â€” is the team of
more than 50 mobile app development professionals spread across three offices in New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago and London, UK. Offers both custom and ready-made apps. Their expertise and reputation have led
them to work with communications giants Cisco and Vodafone. Zymr is more than 5 years on the market and
through these year it has managed to complete more than 70 app development projects. Fingent is web and
mobile app development company with a headquarters in New York, US. It works with entrepreneurs, startups
and enterprise to create powerful solutions to pressing business problems. It offers full-stack development for
iOS, iPad and Android. Namely mobile app development iOS and Android , design, strategy, web
development, IoT, Virtual Reality, Artificial Intelligence, product management, usability, accessibility, and
research and development. The company also builds bots for conversational platforms such as Amazon Alexa
and Facebook Messenger. Arctouch is focused on Enterprise software development and aim to help businesses
to be better connected with their customers via mobile apps and IoT devices. Over the course of more than 25
years, it developed a number of best-selling apps that generated millions in revenue. Covers iOS and Android.
Disney is among its most prominent clients its team developed an app for. All potential clients receive a full
prototype of their app before starting a partnership. Covers native applications, web, HTML5 as well as
testing, debugging and hardware design. Now we move across the pond to theâ€¦ United Kingdom Some of
the best design talent in the world can be found in London, Manchester and Scotland, with fantastic app
studios ranging from niche to the major corporations. With a global presence of 6 offices in Newcastle Upon
Tyne, London, Boston, and India, hedgehog lab has built outstanding software and solutions for brands for
over a decade. We are hedgehog lab Mubaloo â€” With offices in Germany, the UK and the US, Mubaloo has
a very wide reach, and delivers support and maintenance post-launch as well as consultation and development.
Part of the Deloitte Technology Fast Rantmedia â€” Having more than 15 years of experience in software
development, this app development studio has a strong voice in mobile app development landscape in United
Kingdom and abroad. Its team is laser focused on developing apps that take into account app users psychology
and behavior. Highly creative agency developing for both iOS and Android as well as web. Apadmi â€” The
studio behind the official X-Factor UK app, and that in itself says enough of the quality of their app design.
Will take your app from a mere idea to a fully functioning product, as they have done with KPMG and
Ladbrokes to name a few. Has amassed more than 26 million downloads for its games, which include Flick
Rugby and Wall Race. Delivers both mobile and web projects for all sorts of sectors, from charity to finance,
medical and engineering. Ready4s â€” Mobile Apps for Business Miquido â€” Has covered a number of
sectors in its portfolio, ranging from finance and travel to healthcare and music streaming. Created the famous
SkyScanner app. Also does very well in producing games, video and marketing campaigns. They also develop
for wearables. Another hop across the channel brings us to Europe to introduce you some of the best app
development companies in the European Union. Europe Eastern Europe has an enviable talent for
development: Tarkin Studios is a Madrid, Spain based mobile app publisher and developer that brings great
games and apps to market successfully. Its team has an expertise at developing visuals, game design, user
experience. Diceus is Ukrainian enterprise software development company. Cleveroad is Ukraine-based
mobile and web development company. On top of the in-house software development, it offers Outstaff
services to bring its expertise at mobile and desktop software development to companies software projects.
Key clients include Thomson Reuters and Braun. Specifically focused on startups. Now we move further east,
towards the subcontinent. India A talent for coding and a huge investment in the cities of Ahmedabad and
Bengaluru have made India one of the beacons of global app creation, often offering a choice between
in-house and outsourced development. The company clientele consists of both small and Fortune companies.
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During its 8 years on the market, it managed to complete over mobile and web development projects.
Appinventiv expertise in software development spans from mobile both iOS and Android app development,
wearable tech, Enterprise mobility to Blockchain application development. HQ is in Dallas with offices in
Bengaluru and Hyderabad. Services also include ideation and IoT development. They cover all major
platforms natively. They can develop applications in all of the major platforms, as well as Blackberry and
HTML5 for cross-platform compatibility. Offices in Kerala and the USA. Up next, South-East Asia
South-East Asia South-East Asian companies are rising stars, with a penchant for cutting edge technology and
a huge market right on their doorstep. Appster has an impressive iOS portfolio, also it helps startups build
sustainable technology businesses. Its strong staff has delivered more than apps. Finally, we cover Latin
America. Latin America Uruguay is king here, with a number of very strong app development companies in
Montevideo, but truth be told there is plenty of talent south of the Panama canal. Final Thoughts So this is our
list of the best app development companies in the world for We hope it will help you to choose a company to
work on your mobile app project, build a web presence or both. Because mobile app development field has
been the fastest growing sector of the software development we put a special effort to get on this list
companies that are capable to bring Virtual and Augmented Reality capabilities, as well as support of the
Amazon Alexa, add Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence algorithms elements. The list will be
updated next year to reflect on new app development companies rising in the field as well as to reflect on
updates of the companies we already have on the list.
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Tweet This guest post comes courtesy of James Barnett. James Barnett is a writer on behalf of Cooper
Matthews researching debt reduction strategy for small business owners. Small businesses account for the
backbone of our economy. The UK shares a similar appreciation for small business as George Osborne
consistently promotes small business lending schemes, and the removal of red tape is followed by a larger
public debate on the role of the banks and their current lending strategy. One thing that has increasingly
become clear, despite the public initiative and media engine, is small businesses are struggling and slowly
accumulating larger debts as they seek to wear out the economic downturn. Having previously worked for
small businesses trying to facilitate a pipeline of business from a standing start I can recognise the greater
financial expectations placed upon business owners against a drop in consumer spending and a stagnant
expansion across key core industries. This economic cauldron also provides personal liability for stakeholders
and senior partners that prop up the business with their personal wealth, preventing exception from personal
liability. Small business owners play a part in this when aiding their business finances with movements
towards the personal credit card. Although the increase in numbers can appear a formidable prospect not all
debt is necessarily bad debt in itself. A level of operational debt may be needed to provide your business with
the platform to succeed. The critical point with business debt is to be in control, accepting an operational level
for rational business decisions whilst avoiding high interest payments from poor sources of lending. Key
operational figures must also learn how to separate the Business and Personal performance as the relationship
between stress and debt levels can affect your ability to engage clients, make decisions and maintain a positive
company reputation. Here are the key issues and recovery options available. Common Causes No business
contingency fund. When an emergency happens, there is a reflex movement to poor credit. Excessive
borrowing to compensate for business cash flow issues. Lack of Stakeholder Confidence. Quality of Service
Deduction. Reductions across the board can be made through areas, such as transport and purchasing
equipment. Income Generation â€” A business will have its own bespoke methods to increase income in its
niche, although popular general methods include cross-selling to different customers and offering incentives to
undercut market competition. Whilst referrals from industry contacts are also a key aim, why not think outside
the box such using Google Adsense on your website and renting any additional office space. Restructuring
Liabilities â€” Can you replace existing loans with lower interest loans? Try and restructure debts so that a
level of disposable income becomes available. Secured loans are also a ways of keeping interest payments
down. Acquiring Business Capital â€” Preferred options should include the acquisition of new investors,
venture capitalists and research into government lending schemes and grants. Also assess your own asset list
to consider possible business opportunities available. Restructuring Assets â€” Surplus equipment can appear
in the form of used cars, machinery and IT products. A Guide for Small Business Owners.
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Specific strategies, such as identifying product strengths, adjusting pricing, or acquiring another business,
have historically been used to get a small enterprise off the ground. Understanding these strategies, and
skillfully implementing them, can help entrepreneurs achieve success. Growth Strategy A growth strategy
entails introducing new products or adding new features to existing products. Sometimes, a small company
may be forced to modify or increase its product line to keep up with competitors. Otherwise, customers may
start using the new technology of a competitive company. For example, cell phone companies are constantly
adding new features or discovering new technology. Cell phone companies that do not keep up with consumer
demand will not stay in business very long. A small company may also adopt a growth strategy by finding a
new market for its products. Sometimes, companies find new markets for their products by accident. For
example, a small consumer soap manufacturer may discover through marketing research that industrial
workers like its products. Hence, in addition to selling soap in retail stores, the company could package the
soap in larger containers for factory and plant workers. Product Differentiation Strategy Small companies will
often use a product differentiation strategy when they have a competitive advantage, such as superior quality
or service. For example, a small manufacturer or air purifiers may set themselves apart from competitors with
their superior engineering design. Obviously, companies use a product differentiation strategy to set
themselves apart from key competitors. However, a product differentiation strategy can also help a company
build brand loyalty. Price-Skimming Strategy A price-skimming strategy involves charging high prices for a
product, particularly during the introductory phase. A small company will use a price-skimming strategy to
quickly recover its production and advertising costs. However, there must be something special about the
product for consumers to pay the exorbitant price. An example would be the introduction of a new technology.
A small company may be the first to introduce a new type of solar panel. Because the company is the only one
selling the product, customers that really want the solar panels may pay the higher price. One disadvantage of
a price-skimming is that it tends to attract competition relatively quickly. Enterprising individuals may see the
profits the company is reaping and produce their own products, provided they have the technological
know-how. Acquisition Strategy A small company with extra capital may use an acquisition strategy to gain a
competitive advantage. An acquisition strategy entails purchasing another company, or one or more of its
product lines. For example, a small grocery retailer on the east coast may purchase a comparable grocery chain
in the Midwest to expand its operations.
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In a fast paced consumer-driven market you need to make sure that your business is positioned as close as you
can. At the same time how well you synergize and create a compelling marketing strategy could determine the
success and failure of your business. If you have dabbled into the world of digital marketing then you would
have realized the importance of SEO. For eg, through SEO a digital marketer will be able to optimize the
website to follow the guidelines stipulated by the search engine say Google for eg. Even the product pages. By
implementing the right SEO strategy you will get an opportunity to drive relevant organic traffic to your
online store. SEO has evolved over time. Follow the best practices and try incorporating those. Consider
Google, As the leading search engine provider, Google needs to make sure that service enables people to get
the best possible results. Customer experience is placed at the centre. Every link that ranks on SERP should
help add value to the reader. Social channels like Facebook has permuted to an online marketplace. Stats
published on Statista. As of , the average time spent on social media is minutes per day. The figure may look
alarming. A platform where people interact and engage frequently. There are countless e-Commerce entities
that have leveraged this channel to build a successful digital venture. Social media has opened a creative
channel for entrepreneurs to socialize, interact, engage and build a strong relationship with their target
customers. As an e-Commerce startup, I would recommend you to start with two social channels instead of
starting off with a spree you can always expand over time. That gives you an opportunity to understand the
platform and then create a strategy that best suits the audience who engages on the platform. Most people
pursue social media as a channel to throw stuff in whether its posts, comments, shares, etc and expect a return.
Social channels should not be portrayed as a broadcasting channel. This congested mindset could harm you
more than it benefits your digital entity. Think about it this way. Instead, what if you were able to build a
relationship with the audience and then promote your business entity. Now you see the difference. You need to
reflect a sense of credence and reliability among people. If you are not consistent with your brand personality
then it could question the reliability of the business. Make sure that you start by selecting the right theme for
your online store. Paid Campaigns Paid campaigns are widely used by e-commerce businesses to promote
their products. Paid campaigns like Google Ads and Facebook campaigns have gained their places in the
marketing hierarchy. The best advantage of paid campaigns is that they help drive instant results. To the least
till you decide to stop investing in paid campaigns. Review the keyword matrix and find keywords that you
feel could bring revenue to your business. When selecting keywords you need to make sure to consider all
factors. Few factors being, the keywords context and intent, bid value, search volume, etc. This disciplined
model will help you decide upon the keywords than to just select a few based on a hunch. If not designed
properly, paid campaigns can be extremely costly. Resulting the investment to skyrocket. Google ads also give
you a powerful option to retarget and promote your business among people who have visited your online store
or has shown interest with what you offer. Push Campaigns Push campaigns have wide applications in
e-commerce business. Online businesses have widely used this channel to build and maintain a strong
relationship with customers. While planning to start an e-commerce business this is one opportunity you could
look into. Emails are one effective channel when delivering the results with the least investment possible.
Consider that you are planning to start a discount sale. In that case, you will be able to make use of these
channels to reach out to the customer and inform them about the promotional activity. Draft a drip campaign
to remind the customer detailing the benefit the user will get and why it needs to be availed at the earliest
possible. Nishant is a digital marketer by profession and blogger by passion. Nishant thrives to stay update on
topics related to the digital marketing, and technologies that are revolutionizing the world. Grab this course for
free and simply get started right away!
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